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LOCK MOUNTING ASSEMBLIES FOR FIG . 2 is an isometric view of the bracket member of the 
TRANSPORTATION DEVICES lock mounting assembly of FIG . 1 . 

FIG . 2A is an exploded isometric view showing a portion 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED of the bracket of the locking mounting assembly of FIG . 1 . APPLICATIONS FIG . 2B is a section view along line 2B - 2B of FIG . 4 . 

The present application is a divisional of U.S. patent FIG . 3 is an isometric view of the spline member of the 
application Ser . No. 16 / 050,077 filed on Jul . 31 , 2018 and lock mounting assembly of FIG . 1 . 
issued as U.S. Pat . No. 10,501,135 , which is a divisional of FIG . 3A is a plan view along the line 3A - 3A in FIG . 3 . 
U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15 / 156,932 filed on May 17 , FIG . 3B is a section view along the line 3B - 3B in FIG . 3 . 
2016 and issued as U.S. Pat . No. 10,035,552 , which is a FIG . 4 is an isometric view of the bracket member of the 
divisional of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 089,290 lock mounting assembly of FIG . 1 illustrating the strap 
filed on Nov. 25 , 2013 and issued as U.S. Pat . No. 9,340,997 , release tab actuated . 
which is a continuation of International Patent Application FIG . 5 is a view similar to FIG . 1 illustrating the strap 
No. PCT / US2012 / 039630 filed on May 25 , 2012 , which during a mounting procedure . claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 15 
61 / 519,564 filed on May 25 , 2011. The disclosure of each of FIG . 6 is a side elevation view of a bicycle illustrating the 
the prior applications is incorporated herein by reference in lock mounting assembly of FIG . 1 mounted to the bicycle at 
its entirety . exemplary locations . 

FIG . 7 is an isometric view of a lock mounting assembly 
BACKGROUND 20 in accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the 

invention . 
The present invention relates to mounting assemblies tor FIGS . 8 and 9 illustrate installation of a U - lock in the lock 

temporarily stowing locks , for example , bicycle U - locks and mounting assembly of FIG . 7 . 
cable locks , when not in use , and for releasing the locks for FIG . 10 is a side elevation view of a bicycle illustrating ready use when needed or maintaining a portion of the lock 25 the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 7 mounted to the housing during use . 

Since the invention of bicycle U - locks and cable locks , a bicycle at exemplary locations . 
variety of holders have been proposed for removably car FIG . 11 is a top plan view of the lock mounting assembly 
rying such a lock when the bicycle is in use , rather than of FIG . 7 with the lock illustrated in various rotational 
parked . Such a U - lock typically comprises a semi - enclosure orientations . 30 member or shackle having legs or fittings with configured FIG . 12 is an isometric view of a lock mounting assembly 
feet , a straight crossbar having openings for reception of in accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the 
these feet , and a locking mechanism in the crossbar for invention . 
retaining or releasing these feet . Such a cable lock typically FIG . 13 is an isometric view of a lock mounting assembly comprises a cable having at one end a leg or fitting with a configured foot , a bar extending from the other end of the 35 in accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the invention in a locked position with an illustrative U - lock . cable and having an opening for reception of this foot , and 
a locking mechanism in the bar for retaining or releasing this FIG . 14 is an isometric view of the connecting member of 
foot . For protection against theft , this tie lock assemblage the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 13 . 
ties a strut or the like of the bicycle to a post , rail or other FIG . 15 is an isometric view of the lock mounting 
station . 40 assembly of FIG . 13 in an unlocked position with an 

illustrative cable lock . The objectives of a holder for such locks are to carry the 
lock securely on the bicycle frame without rattling , to FIG . 15A is a sectional view showing one embodiment of 
position the lock inconspicuously on the bicycle frame a control knob , release button and actuation mechanism for 
without hindering movement of the cyclist , and yet to the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 13 . 
facilitate convenient release of the lock from the holder 45 FIG . 16 is a side elevation view of a bicycle illustrating 
whenever needed . Prior art holders have not completely met the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 13 mounted to the 
these objectives . bicycle at exemplary locations . 

FIG . 17 is a plan view of a lock mounting assembly in 
SUMMARY accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the 

50 invention . 
There is disclosed herein multiple embodiments of lock FIG . 18 is an isometric view of the lock mounting 

mounting assemblies for mounting a locking apparatus to a assembly of FIG . 17 mounted on a portion of a bicycle with 
transportation device . The mounting assemblies include an illustrative U - lock . 
straps or connectors for securing the mounting assembly to FIG . 19 is an isometric view of the lock mounting 
a transportation device such as a bicycle , motorcycle , 55 assembly of FIG . 17 mounted on a portion of a bicycle with 
scooter , or the like . Each mounting assembly has a structure an illustrative cable lock . 
to securely retain the locking apparatus on the transportation FIG . 20 is an isometric view of the lock mounting 
device in a manner and / or location that does not interfere assembly of FIG . 17 mounted on a portion of a bicycle with 
with operation or handling of the transportation device and another illustrative cable lock . 
which also provides easy release of and access to the locking 60 FIG . 21 is a side elevation view of a bicycle illustrating 
apparatus from the mounting assembly . the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 17 mounted to the 

bicycle at exemplary locations . 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS FIG . 21A shows a portion of the bicycle of FIG . 21 with 

an illustrative U - lock . 
FIG . 1 is an isometric view of a lock mounting assembly 65 FIG . 22 is an isometric view of the lock mounting 

in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the inven- assembly of FIG . 17 mounted to the bicycle in an alternative 
tion connected to a U - lock . manner . 
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FIG . 23 is an isometric view of a lock mounting assembly modifications may be made in the details within the scope 
in accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the and range of equivalents of the claims and without departing 
invention illustrating connection of a U - lock . from the invention . 
FIG . 24 is an isometric view of a portion of the slide of There is disclosed herein various mounting assemblies for 

the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 23 . 5 removably securing and mounting a locking apparatus to a 
FIG . 25 is an isometric view of a bracket member of the transportation device . For example , FIG . 6 shows several 

lock mounting assembly of FIG . 23 . mounting assemblies 20 attached to a bicycle frame at 
FIG . 26 is a side elevation view of a bicycle illustrating various positions with a U - lock 12 type locking apparatus 

the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 23 mounted to the supported in each of the mounting assemblies 20. The 
bicycle with a U - lock . 10 U - lock 12 includes a lock housing 14 and a shackle 16. Lock 

FIG . 27 is an isometric view of a portion of a bicycle housing 14 defines a first portion of the locking apparatus 
and shackle 16 defines a second portion of the locking illustrating the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 23 mounted apparatus . The locking apparatus is operable to lock the to the bicycle with a cable lock . transportation device to an object , such as a rack , stand , pole FIG . 28 is an isometric view of an alternative bracket 15 or other secure object , to prevent or discourage theft of the member of the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 23 . transportation device . In certain embodiments of the mount 

FIGS . 29 and 29A are isometric views of a lock mounting ing assemblies described herein , the mounting assembly is 
assembly in accordance with another exemplary embodi releasably engaged to the first portion to mount the locking 
ment of the invention illustrating connection of a U - lock . apparatus to the transportation device . Other embodiments 
FIG . 30 is a partially exploded view illustrating position- 20 releasably engage the second portion , or both the first and 

ing of the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 29 on a U - lock . second portions , to mount the locking apparatus to the 
FIG . 31 is an elevation view of the lock mounting transportation device . While the mounting assemblies are 

assembly of FIG . 29 . illustrated herein with a U - lock and cable lock type lacking 
FIG . 32 is an isometric view illustrating an alternative apparatuses , the invention is not limited to such and may be 

configuration of the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 29 . 25 utilized with various portable locks and locking apparatus , 
FIG . 33 is a side elevation view of a bicycle illustrating including , but not limited to , modular locks as described in 

the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 23 mounted to the PCT International Application No. PCT / US09 / 048226 , 
bicycle at exemplary locations . incorporated herein by reference . Additionally , while the 

FIG . 34 is a side elevation view of a bicycle illustrating mounting assemblies illustrated herein are shown attached to 
a lock mounting assembly of another exemplary embodi 30 a bicycle frame , the invention is not limited to such , but may 
ment of the invention mounted to a bicycle with a U - lock . be utilized in various applications and with various trans 
FIG . 35 is a front isometric view of the lock mounting portation devices , including , but not limited to , bikes , motor 

cycles , scooters , all - terrain vehicles , three - wheeled vehicles , assembly of FIG . 34 . and carts , for example . FIG . 36 is a rear isometric view of the lock mounting Referring now to FIGS . 1-6 , mounting assembly 20 of one assembly of FIG . 34 with the storage flap partially open . exemplary embodiment generally comprises a bracket body FIG . 37 is a rear isometric view of the lock mounting 22 , a strap 36 , a lever 40 and a spline member 50. With assembly of FIG . 34 with a side support partially open and reference to FIGS . 2 , 3 and 3A , the spline member 50 
with a chain lock . includes a collar 52 which is connectable to a portion of a 
FIG . 38 is a rear isometric view of the lock mounting 40 portable lock , for example , to the shackle 16 of the illus 

assembly of FIG . 34 with an optional bag attached thereto . trated U - lock 12. A spline 54 having a generally T configu 
FIG . 39 is a front elevation view of a lock mounting ration extends from the collar 52. A stop 56 extends between 

assembly in accordance with another exemplary embodi- the spline 54 and collar 52 at one end of the spline 54 and 
ment of the invention with a U - lock . is configured to contact the bracket body 22 to stop passage 
FIG . 40 is a rear elevation view of the lock mounting 45 of the spline 54 through a receiving slot 24 in the bracket 

assembly of FIG . 39 with a cable lock . body 22. The slot 24 includes a funnel shaped opening 26 
FIG . 41 is a front isometric view of the lock mounting which directs the spline 54 into the slot 24. The spline 54 

assembly of FIG . 39 with a chain lock . includes a notch 58 configured to receive a retaining pin 57 
FIGS . 42-44 each provide a side elevation view of a extending into the receiving slot 24. A release button 28 is 

bicycle illustrating the lock mounting assembly of FIG . 39 50 retained on the bracket body 22 and is configured to release 
mounted to the bicycle at exemplary locations . the retaining pin 57 from the notch 58 , as indicated by 
FIG . 45 is an isometric view of a lock mounting assembly retaining pin 57 ' , to facilitate removal of the spline 54 from 

and lock in accordance with another exemplary embodiment the slot 24. In the illustrated embodiment , release button 28 
of the invention . is spring biased at one end so pin 57 normally projects into 
FIG . 46 is a top plan view of the lock mounting assembly 55 slot 24 , and can be pressed against the spring bias to move 

of FIG . 45 mounted on a portion of an illustrative locking pin 57 from notch 58 and slot 24 , as shown in FIG . 3B . 
apparatus and a bicycle . The bracket body 22 may include two portions 22a and 

FIG . 47 is an isometric view of the lock mounting 22b which are adjustable relative to one another , e.g. via a 
assembly of FIG . 45 . removable screw connection , to allow the orientation of the 

FIG . 48 is another isometric view of the lock mounting 60 slot 24 to be adjusted relative to the orientation of the strap 
assembly of FIG . 45 . 36. For example , in the illustrated embodiment strap 36 and 

slot 24 both open in the same direction . Bracket portion 22a 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION can be rotated so that strap 36 opens in a direction that is 

oriented 90 degrees to the opening of slot 24. For example , 
Although the invention is illustrated and described herein 65 in an embodiment shown in FIG . 2A , portion 22a includes 

with reference to specific embodiments , the invention is not an inner wall 50 defining four receptacles 52a , 52b , 52c , 52d 
intended to be limited to the details shown . Rather , various and portion 22b includes an inner wall 56 with four projec 

35 
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tion members 54a , 545 , 540 , 54d that are positionable in portion of the bracket . The first portion of the bracket defines 
respective ones of the receptacles 52a , 526 , 520 , 52d to a channel opening along a second a second side of the first 
non - rotatably secure portions 22a , 22b to one another . A bolt portion that is opposite the first side . The bracket further 
or other suitable connector is positionable through - hole 58 includes a lever pivotably mounted to the second side along 
of portion 22a and into hole 60 of portion 22b to secure 5 the channel to define an opening in a first position of the 
portions 22a , 22b to one another . Ifit is desired to change the lever for receiving a second end of the member that is 
orientation of bracket portion 22a and its receiving slot 26 opposite the first end , wherein the lever is movable from the 
relative to the opening defined by strap 36 , portions 22a , 22b first position to a second position in locking engagement 
can be uncoupled from one another with the fastener and with the member in the channel . The bracket further includes 
rotated as indicated by arrow 62 so that , for example , 10 a tab pivotably mounted to the lever , and the tab is movable 
projection 54a is received in receptacle 52b , projection 54b relative to the lever and the member to release the member 
is received in receptacle 52c , projection 54c is received in from locking engagement with the lever . The mounting 
receptacle 52d , and projection 54d is received in receptacle apparatus further includes a receiving portion extending 
52a , and then re - secured to one another with the fastener . from the second portion removably engaging the locking 
Rotation in the opposite direction and rotation 180 degrees 15 apparatus . 
is also possible . In still other embodiments , more than four In one refinement of this aspect , the tab engages the 
rotation positions are provided so that adjustments of less member when the tab is in a locking position . In another 
than 90 degrees are possible . refinement , the receiving portion defines a slot along the 

The strap 36 is connected to the bracket body 22 at a fixed second portion of the bracket and the locking apparatus 
end 30 and includes a free end 32. The fixed end 30 may be 20 includes a spline extending therefrom that is removably 
adjustably connected to a first side of the bracket body 22 . received in the slot . The spline includes a notch and the 
Free end 32 of strap 36 has a series of transverse ridges 38 , second portion of the bracket includes a release button and 
the leading faces of which are obliquely oriented with a retaining pin connected to and movable with the release 
respect to the general surface of the strap and the trailing button . The retaining pin is spring - biased into the slot to 
faces of which are perpendicularly oriented with respect to 25 engage the notch when the spline is positioned in the slot and 
the general surface of the strap . As shown in FIG . 5 , to attach the retaining pin is movable out of engagement with the 
the bracket body 22 , the strap 36 is looped around the object notch when the release button is pressed . 
and the free end 32 is passed by the external ratchet teeth 42 Referring to FIGS . 7-11 , a mounting assembly 120 in 
of the lever 40 through a channel 43 defined in the second accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the 
side of bracket body 22. In order to tighten strap 36 to the 30 invention will be described . FIG . 10 shows mounting assem 
transportation device , lever 40 mounted in channel 43 is bly 120 attached to a bicycle frame at various positions with 
pivoted to an outward position such that the external ratchet a U - lock 12 supported in the mounting assembly 120. The 
teeth 42 face toward the bracket body 22 and engage ridges mounting assembly 120 generally comprises a bracket body 
38 to displace the strap 36 further into bracket body 22. Once 122 , a strap 36 and a lever 40. The strap 36 and lever 40 
the desired tightness of strap 36 around the object or portion 35 operate in a manner similar to the previous embodiment 
of the transportation device is achieved , tab 44 includes a discussed with respect to FIGS . 1-6 . 
tooth 45 that engages an aligned ridge 38 to hold strap 36 in The bracket body 122 includes a snap assembly 130 
place , as shown in FIG . 2B . opposite the strap 36. The snap assembly 130 includes a pair 
Upon rotation of the lever 40 to the closed position , as of circumferential arms 132 and 134 each of which extends 

shown in FIG . 1 , the internal ratchet tooth 45 attached to tab 40 from the bracket body 122 over an are greater than 180 ° , 
44 engages the ridges 38 and maintains tension on the strap with the upper arm 132 extending counterclockwise and the 
36. As the strap 36 is fed into bracket 22 by lever 40 , the lower arm 134 extending clockwise . The outer ends 132a , 
ramped portion of ridges 38 push locking tab 44 back against 134a of arms 132 , 134 thus overlap one another so that when 
the torsion spring 47 and allow strap 36 to be moved further observed in a direction along a central axis CA the retaining 
into channel 43 of bracket 22 , and the tooth 45 on tab 44 45 area 131 defined by the arms 132 and 134 is completely 
indexes to the next ridge 38 on strap 36. To release the strap encircled by the combination of arms 132 , 134. Arms 132 , 
36 , the tab 44 is pivoted as shown in FIG . 1 to release the 134 also define retaining area 131 along central axis CA with 
internal tooth 45 from the engaged ridge 38 such that the an inner diameter less than the outer diameter of the lock 
strap 36 may be removed from channel 43. In one embodi- portion received therein . That is , the retaining area 131 is 
ment , tab 44 is torsionally loaded with spring 47 to a 50 sized to snap fittingly receive and retain a portion of the lock 
normally outwardly pivoted position so that its inner tooth 12 , e.g. the housing 14 of the illustrated U - lock . One or both 
45 normally engages a respective ridge 38 on strap 36 as of the arms 132 , 134 may be provided with a reinforcing 
shown in FIG . 4. Tab 44 is depressed to a position such as member 135 , for example , a metal reinforcement . 
shown in FIG . 1 to release its tooth 45 from the engaged As shown in FIG . 7 , the upper and lower arms 132 and 
ridge 38 and allow strap 36 to be withdrawn from channel 55 134 are spaced from one another a distance D along central 
43 . axis CA to define a receiving opening 136 obliquely oriented 

In accordance with one aspect of the mounting assembly to central axis CA. As shown in FIGS . 8 and 9 , the lock 
of FIGS . 1-6 , there is disclosed a transportation device housing 14 is positioned at an oblique angle to axis to be 
accessory that includes a locking apparatus configured to received through the opening 136 and then rotated to a 
secure the transportation device to an object and a mounting 60 position with the housing 14 substantially parallel with the 
assembly mountable to the transportation device and to the axis CA. As shown in FIGS . 7 and 11 , in the illustrated 
locking apparatus . The mounting assembly includes a embodiment , the upper arm 132 includes a series of upper 
bracket with a first portion movably coupled to a second end notches 133 configured to receive a portion of the lock 
portion . The mounting assembly also includes a member 12 , for example , the lock shackle 16 , to stabilize the lock 14 . 
such as a strap extending from the first portion that is 65 The multiple notches 133 allow lock shackle 16 of the lock 
mountable to the transportation device . The member 12 to be positioned in various orientations to central axis 
includes a first end fixedly connected to a first side of the first CA , as shown in the section view of FIG . 11 . 
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Referring to FIG . 12 , a mounting assembly 120 ' similar to bly 220 attached to a bicycle frame at various positions with 
the previous embodiment is illustrated . In the present a U - lock 12 supported in the mounting assembly 220. The 
embodiment , the arms 132 and 134 ' are not axially spaced mounting assembly 220 generally comprises a bracket body 
from one another along central axis CA and do not overlap 222 , moveable locking tabs 226 , a control knob 230 , a 
one another , but instead are in the same plane . The arms 132 ' 5 connection arm 246 and a pair of levers 240 . 
and 134 ' are sized such that a receiving opening 136 ' into the In the illustrated embodiment , the bracket body 222 is a 
retaining area 131 ' is defined between the arms 132 ' and T - shaped planer member defining three lobes 222a , 222b 
134 ' . As in the previous embodiment , the retaining area 131 ' and 222c . Each lobe 222a , 222b and 222c supports a 
is sized to snap fittingly receive and retain a portion of the corresponding moveable locking tab 226. Lobe 222c also 
lock 12 ' , e.g. the housing 14 ' of the illustrated cable lock . 10 includes a fixed locking tab 227 at an end thereof opposite 

According to one aspect of the mounting assembly of the moveable locking tab 226. The invention is not limited 
FIGS . 7-12 , a transportation device accessory includes a to the number or configuration of lobes and moveable or 
locking apparatus configured to secure the transportation fixed locking tabs . Each moveable locking tab 226 includes 
device to an object and a mounting assembly mountable to a guide portion 228 which extends through a respective slot 
the transportation device and to the locking apparatus . The 15 224 in the bracket body 222. The guide portions 228 each 
mounting assembly includes a bracket with a member engage an activation assembly such as , for example , a rack 
extending therefrom that is mountable to the transportation and pinion assembly , associated with the control knob 230 
device . The mounting assembly also includes a receiving and shaft 231. Rotation of the control knob 230 and shaft 
portion extending from the bracket removably engaging the 231 causes the moveable locking tabs 226 to move between 
locking apparatus . The receiving portion includes a first arm 20 the inward positions shown in FIG . 15 and the outward 
extending upwardly from a first side of the bracket and a positions shown in FIG . 13. To prevent inadvertent move 
second arm extending downwardly from a second side of the ment of the tabs 226 , the control knob 230 preferably 
bracket opposite the first side . The first and second arms includes a clutch mechanism or the like which prevents 
each further extend outwardly from the bracket to define a rotation of the control knob 230 unless a clutch release 
receiving area between the first and second arms and the 25 button 232 is depressed . 
bracket . The retaining area extends along a central axis In one embodiment , control knob 230 is in splined or 
along which the first and second arms are spaced a distance toothed engagement with the outer periphery of release 
from one another . A portion of the locking apparatus is button 232 but is slidable relative to button 232 along shaft 
positioned along the central axis when secured in the retain- 231. Pushing release button 232 as indicated by arrow 252 
ing area by the first and second arms . 30 moves the shaft 231 and the pinion gear 250 connected at the 

In one refinement of this aspect , the first and second arms end of shaft 231 out of engagement with rack gear teeth 
each extend along an are greater than 180 degrees to an outer 254a , 254 , 254c extending along the respective lobe 222a , 
end thereof so that the first and second arms overlap one 2226 , 222c and connected to respective ones of the locking 
another around the central axis . In another refinement , the tabs 226. A spring 256 connected to release button 232 
first and second arms define a retaining area having a first 35 normally biases the pinion gear 250 into engagement with 
diameter and the portion of the locking apparatus received in the rack gear teeth 254a , 254 , 254c when release button 
the retaining area defines a second diameter that is greater 232 is released . Control knob 230 is pulled out as indicated 
than the first diameter so that the portion of the locking by arrow 258 to release one or more locking splines 260 in 
apparatus snap fits into the first and second arms in the the assembly that engages , for example , a respective one of 
retaining area . In another refinement , the first and second 40 one or more aligned slots 262 in bracket 222 , and allow 
arms define a receiving opening therebetween that is con- control knob 230 to turn and move locking tabs 226 
figured so that the portion of the locking apparatus must be inwardly and outwardly . Pushing release control knob 230 
positioned at an oblique angle to the central axis to be inwardly re - engages the spline 260 and locks control knob 
positioned through the receiving opening . In yet another 230 from turning and locks tabs 226 in place . 
refinement , the first arm defines a plurality of notches along 45 As shown in FIGS . 13 and 15 , the tabs 226 and 227 are 
an upper side thereof and to receive a second portion of the configured to engage the housing 14 and shackle 16 of the 
locking apparatus that is transverse to the first portion to illustrated U - lock or to engage the cable 16 ' of the illustrated 
secure the locking apparatus in an orientation determined by cable lock 12 ' . Other lock assemblies may also be supported . 
a position of the notch in which the second portion is To secure the bracket body 222 to a bicycle or the lock , 
positioned . In yet another refinement , the bracket includes a 50 a pair of straps 236 and levers 240 extends from the bottom 
first portion movably connected to a second portion of the of the bracket body 222. The strap 236 is connected at one 
bracket , and the member includes a first end fixedly con- end 230 to bracket body 22 and has an opposite free end 232 . 
nected to a first side of the first portion of the bracket . The Ridges 238 are defined along one side of the strap 236. The 
first portion of the bracket defines a channel opening along lever 240 is pivotally supported to the bracket body 222 via 
a second a second side of the first portion that is opposite the 55 a pivot connector 246. The lever 240 supports opposed tabs 
first side . The bracket further includes a lever pivotably 244 and 245 which are pivotally connected to one another 
mounted to the second side along the channel to define an with a ratchet tooth ( not shown ) therebetween . The strap 236 
opening for receiving a second end of the member that is is looped around a portion of the bicycle and the free end 232 
opposite the first end . The lever is movable in locking is positioned between the tabs 244 , 245 such that the internal 
engagement with the member in the channel to tighten the 60 ratchet tooth engages the ridges 238 and the strap 236 is 
member around the transportation device . The bracket fur- maintained at an initial tension . The lever 240 is thereafter 
ther includes a tab pivotably mounted to the lever that is pivoted to a closed position ( see FIGS . 13 and 15 ) such that 
movable relative to the lever and the member to release the the strap 236 is further tensioned to grip the portion of the 
member from locking engagement with the lever . bicycle or transportation device to which it is engaged . 

Referring to FIGS . 13-16 , a mounting assembly 220 in 65 According to one aspect of the mounting assembly of 
accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the FIGS . 13-16 , there is provided a transportation device 
invention will be described . FIG . 16 shows mounting assem- accessory that includes a locking apparatus configured to 
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secure the transportation device to an object and a mounting 352 and 354 extending therefrom . Each leg 352 , 354 has a 
assembly mountable to the transportation device and to the respective outward flange 351 , 353. The legs 352 , 354 and 
locking apparatus . The mounting assembly includes a flanges 351 , 353 are received through the through bole 319 
bracket including a body with a first lobe , a second lobe and then the nut 325 and cam 326 are secured such that the 
opposite the first lobe , and a third lobe offset from and 5 through - hole 319 diameter is less than the outer diameter of 
between the first and second lobes . The first and second the flanges 351 , 353. Adapter 350 may be used to mount the 
lobes each include a respective one of first and second bracket of any of the embodiments disclosed herein to a 
locking tabs , and the third lobe includes a third locking tab . portion of the transportation device . For example , first 
The first , second and third locking tabs are movable away portion 22A of the bracket 22 in FIG . 2 can be provided with 
from one another to an outward position to secure the 10 a bore to receive legs 352 , 354 of bracket 22 therein in lieu 
locking apparatus to the mounting assembly . The first , of strap 36 . 
second and third locking tabs are further movable toward A flexible support of resilient material is positioned about 
one another to an inward position to release the locking a portion of the bracket body 322 to define a grip surface 
apparatus from the mounting assembly . The mounting 330. Flexible supports 327 and 328 preferably extend from 
assembly also includes at least one connector extending 15 the bracket body 322 to support the grip surface 330 of the 
from the bracket that is connectable to the transportation support spaced from the bracket body 322 over a portion of 
device to secure the mounting assembly to the transportation the grip surface 330. A pair of elastic straps 336 extends 
device . from the bracket body 322 from a fixed end 337 to a free end 

In one refinement of this aspect , the connector includes a 339. While two straps 336 are shown , the invention is not 
strap with a first end connected to the bracket and an 20 limited to such and may include more or fewer . Each strap 
opposite free end ; a connection arm pivotably connected to 336 includes a series of retaining openings 338 spaced along 
the bracket and a lever pivotably connected to the connec- a length of the respective strap from its free end 339 towards 
tion arm opposite the bracket ; and a first tab pivotably fixed end 337 that are configured to engage a respective 
connected to the lever and a second tab pivotably connected retaining post 329 extending from the bracket body 322 . 
to the first tab . The first and second tabs define an opening 25 As shown in FIGS . 18-20 , to retain a lock 12 , 12 ' each 
to receive the strap therethrough and the first and second tabs strap 336 is looped about a portion 14 , 16 , 14 ' , 16 ' of the lock 
are pivotable relative to one another to selectively lock and 12 , 12 ' and secured to a respective retaining post 329 via a 
release the free end of the strap relative to the bracket . In selected one of the retaining openings 338 that provides the 
another refinement , the bracket includes a fixed tab on the desired fit . The flexible supports 327 and 328 allow the grip 
third lobe and the third locking tab is movable toward the 30 surface 330 to flex if necessary as tension is applied to the 
fixed tab to secure the locking apparatus therebetween in the lock 12 , 12 ' via the straps 336 . 
outward position . In another refinement , the mounting In one aspect of the mounting assembly of FIGS . 17-22 , 
assembly includes a control knob between the second a transportation device accessory includes a locking appa 
and third locking tabs . The control knob is connected to a ratus configured to secure the transportation device to an 
shaft extending through the bracket to an adjustment mecha- 35 object and a mounting assembly mountable to the transpor 
nism engaged to each of the first , second and third locking tation device and to the locking apparatus . The mounting 
tabs . The control knob is rotatable in a first direction to move assembly includes a bracket releasably engageable to the 
the first , second and third locking tabs to the outward transportation device having first and second connectors 
position and the control knob is rotatable in a second extending outwardly therefrom . The mounting assembly 
direction opposite the first direction to move the first , second 40 also includes a flexible support engaged to and extending 
and third locking tabs to the inward position . The control from opposite sides of the bracket member . The flexible 
knob houses a clutch release mechanism to release the support includes a portion that is spaced from the bracket 
control knob from a locked condition . In another refinement , body between the opposite sides . The mounting assembly 
the at least one connector includes a first connector and a also includes first and second straps each having a fixed end 
second connector . The first connector is positioned along the 45 secured to the flexible support along the portion thereof . The 
first lobe and the second connector being positioned along first and second straps each have a free end opposite the 
the second lobe . fixed end . The first and second straps are positioned around 

Referring to FIGS . 17-22 , a mounting assembly 320 in respective portions of the locking apparatus in engagement 
accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the with a respective one of said first and second connectors to 
invention will be described . FIGS . 21 and 21A show mount- 50 mount the locking apparatus to the transportation device . 
ing assembly 320 attached to a bicycle frame at various In one refinement of this aspect , each of the first and 
positions with a U - lock 12 or cable lock 12 ' supported in the second straps further includes a plurality of holes extending 
mounting assembly 320. The mounting assembly 320 gen- therethrough that are spaced along the strap from the free 
erally comprises a bracket body 322 , a connection bolt 324 , end toward the fixed end . Each of the first and second 
a grip surface 330 , elastic straps 336 and strap connectors 55 connectors is positionable in a selected one of the plurality 
329 . of holes of the respective one of the first and second straps 

The bracket body 322 defines a through - hole 319 config- to secure the locking apparatus with the mounting assembly . 
ured to receive a portion of the bicycle frame or the like . In another refinement , the bracket defines a through - hole for 
Opposed legs 321 and 323 extend from the bracket body 322 receiving a portion of the transportation device therein and 
and support a connection bolt 324. A nut 325 is threadably 60 a pair of legs along one side of the bracket defines a gap 
secured to one end of the bolt 324 and the other end includes therebetween . The mounting assembly also includes a con 
a cam member 326. The nut 325 is tightened against the leg nection member extending through the pair of legs and a 
321 and then the cam 326 is moved to a locked position ( see cam member operable to move the pair of legs toward one 
FIG . 18 ) to secure the bracket body 322. For portions of the another to clampingly engage the bracket to the portion of 
bicycle having a smaller diameter , e.g. a seat post , an adapter 65 the transportation device . In another refinement , an adapter 
350 may be provided as illustrated in FIG . 22. The adapter is positionable around a portion of the transportation device . 
350 is positioned about the post with a pair of opposed legs The adapter includes a pair of legs extending outwardly 
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therefrom with a flange at an end of each leg . The bracket ing member 454 have complimentary attachment pads 455 , 
defines a through - hole positioned around the pair of legs to 457 , e.g. hook and loop attachment pads , to secure the strap 
grippingly engage the adapter with the portion of the trans- 458 . 
portation device and with the flanges retaining the bracket An alternate bracket member 450 ' is illustrated in FIGS . 
on the pair of legs . 5 27 and 28. The bracket member 450 ' includes an attachment 

Referring to FIGS . 23-28 , a mounting assembly 420 in plate 452 configured for attachment to the sliding block 430 . 
accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the A retaining member 460 extends substantially perpendicu 
invention will be described . FIG . 26 shows mounting assem larly from the plate 452 and includes an angled portion 462 
bly 420 attached to a bicycle frame with a U - lock 12 such that a retaining area 456 ' is defined between the plate 
supported in the mounting assembly 420. The mounting 10 452 and the retaining member 460. As shown in FIG . 27 , the 
assembly 420 generally comprises a bracket body 422 and a retaining area can receive and retain , for example , cable 

portion 16 ' of cable lock 12 ' and the slidable bracket member pair of connection members 440 and 450 . 450 ' is adjustable along bar 424 to provide a spacing The bracket body 422 includes a planar bar 424 which is between bracket member 440 and bracket member 450 ' that supported by one or more support pasts 426. In the illus 15 provides a desired fit with the locking apparatus . 
trated embodiment , each support post 426 is connected to According to one aspect of the mounting assembly of 
the bar 424 via a cam locking member 425. Cam locking FIGS . 23-28 , a transportation device accessory includes a 
members 425 are operable to release bar 424 so that bar 424 locking apparatus configured to secure the transportation 
can be adjusted in longitudinal position relative to support device to an object and a mounting assembly mountable to 
posts 426 to provide a desired fit with the transportation 20 the transportation device and to the locking apparatus . The 
device and then locked in the selected position with cam mounting assembly includes an elongated bracket body and 
locking members 425. The opposite end of each support post a pair of support posts extending from the bracket body . 
426 is connected to a portion of the bicycle via cam locking Each of the support posts includes a locking member remov 
members 427 so that bracket body 422 is located on a ably engageable with the transportation device . The mount 
forward side of the handle bars away from the rider . Other 25 ing assembly also includes a first connection member 
connection mechanisms may alternatively be utilized , such mounted to the bracket body toward a first end of the bracket 
as the strap mechanisms described herein . body . The first connection member extends outwardly from 
An angled bracket member 440 is supported adjacent one the bracket body . The mounting assembly also includes a 

end of the bar 424. The angled bracket member 440 includes second connection member mounted to the bracket body . 
a flat portion 442 configured to be positioned against the bar 30 The second connection member extends from the bracket 
424 and secured thereto , for example , via the cam locking body along an angled portion to an outer end that is spaced 
member 425. An angled portion 443 extends from the flat from the bracket body to define a receiving area between the 

second connection member and the bracket body . A first end portion 442 away from the bar 424 such that a receiving area portion of the locking apparatus is positioned in the receiv 441 is defined between the angled portion 443 and the bar 35 ing area with an opposite second end portion of the locking 424. A free end of the angled bracket member 440 preferably apparatus positioned in engagement with the first connection 
defines a notch 444 configured to receive and retain an member to secure the locking apparatus to the mounting 
elastic strap 445 ( see FIG . 27 ) extending between the notch assembly . 
444 and a retainer 423 on the bar 424. The receiving area In one refinement of this aspect , the first connection 
441 is configured to receive a portion 16 , 16 ' of the lock 12 , 40 member is slidingly adjustable in position along the bracket 
12 ' while the strap 445 maintains bracket member 400 in body to adjust a spacing between the first and second 
engagement with the locking apparatus . In one embodiment , connection members . The first connection member may also 
cam locking members 425 , 427 , 431 are similar to a quick include a pad defining a second receiving area for receiving 
release mechanism and apply tension when closed to hold , the second end portion of the locking apparatus and an 
for example , connection members 440 , 450 in place along 45 attachment strap extending from one side of the attachment 
bar 424 of bracket body 422. Pulling back on the lever of the pad that is closeable over the receiving area for releasable 
cam locking members allows connection members 440 , 450 engagement with an opposite side of the attachment pad . In 
to slide inwardly and / or outwardly along bar 424 of bracket another refinement , the first connection member includes a 
body 422. Teeth or other structures may be provided on one retaining member extending outwardly from a sliding block 
or both of the cam locking members and bar 424 to provide 50 of the first connection member that is slidable along the 
additional locking engagement . elongated bracket body . The retaining member defines a 

Referring to FIGS . 23 and 24 , a sliding block 430 is retaining area for receiving a portion of the locking appa 
slidably secured via a cam locking member 431 on the bar ratus therearound . 
424. The sliding block 430 supports the second bracket Referring to FIGS . 29-33 , a mounting assembly 520 in 
member 450 , 450 ' such that the position of the second 55 accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the 
bracket member 450 , 450 ' may be adjusted along the bar invention will be described . FIG . 33 shows mounting assem 
424 . bly 520 attached to a bicycle frame at various locations with 

Bracket member 450 is illustrated in FIG . 25 and includes a U - lock 12 supported in the mounting assembly 520. The 
an attachment plate 452 configured for attachment to the mounting assembly 520 generally comprises a sleeve body 
sliding block 430. A lock receiving member 454 is secured 60 522 and a securement strap 530 . 
to the plate 452. In the present embodiment , the lock The sleeve body 522 includes a tubular member manu 
receiving member 454 is a flexible element defining a factured , for example , from a foam or elastic material . The 
receiving area 456 configured to receive and retain a portion sleeve body 522 defines a through passage 521 configured to 
14 of the lock 12. A strap 458 may also be provided on the receive a portion of the lock 12 , for example , the housing 14 
lock receiving member 454 and configured to be secured 65 of the illustrated U - lock . The sleeve body 522 may define an 
across the receiving area 456 to further secure the lock 12 . aperture 523 which aligns with a key hole or the like as 
In the illustrated embodiment , the strap 458 and lock receiv- illustrated in FIG . 30. The sleeve body 522 may have a 
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continuous perimeter as illustrated in FIG . 31 or may be frame 634 and the lower support surface 630. The lower 
adjustable as illustrated in FIG . 32. In the embodiment of support surface 630 includes a fabric material 632 extending 
FIG . 32 , the sleeve body 522 ' is defined by a plurality of between and carried by lower perimeter frame 634. The 
materials layers 525 with attachment means 527 , for lower frame 634 is configured to define a notch 637 along at 
example , hook and loop fasteners , such that the layers 525 5 least one of the lateral sides of the support surface 630. The 
may be connected in various configurations to define dif upper support surface 640 is similar to the lower support ferent diameters of the through passage 521 . surface 630 and includes an upper perimeter frame 644 and The securement strap 530 extends from the sleeve body a fabric material 642. In the illustrated embodiment , the 522 to a free end 534. An attachment pad 532 is provided upper frame 644 extends only about three sides of the fabric along the strap 530 proximate the free end 534. The attach- 10 material 642 such that the material 642 is slidably removable ment pad 532 is configured to attach to an attachment area from upper frame 644. The upper frame 644 extends through 524 along the sleeve 522. The attachment pad 532 and 
attachment area 524 may utilize hook and loop fasteners or the upper through bore 652 of each strap 650 such that the 
any other fastening mechanism . To secure the lock 12 , the straps 650 remain attached to the upper support surface 640 
strap 530 is looped around a portion of the bicycle and then 15 unless the upper frame 644 is removed . A rod 653 extends 
secured via the attachment pad 532 attached to attachment through the lower through bores 651 of each of the straps 
area 524. Attachment area 524 may cover a relatively large 650 along a given lateral side of the mounting assembly 620 . 
area of sleeve 524 to provide multiple attachment locations The rod 653 is configured to engage the lower frame 634 and 
and adjustability for strap 30 to be fitted around the portion retain the lower portions of the straps 650 within the 
of the transportation device to which the locking apparatus 20 respective notch 637. The rod 653 may be moved from the 
is to be mounted . lower frame 634 such that the adjoined straps 650 are all 

To further stabilize the lock 12 , the mounting assembly pivotal about the upper frame 644 as shown in FIG . 37 , 
520 may further include a secondary strap 540 configured to allowing upper frame 644 and upper support surface 650 to 
be secured to another portion of the lock , for example , the be removed and provide access to a retaining area 649 
shackle 16. In the illustrated embodiment , the secondary 25 around pocket 648. The straps 650 may be utilized to retain 
strap 540 is an elastic member with a through - hole 542 at a portion of the shackle , cable , or chains of the locking 
one end and configured to receive the shackle 16. The apparatus stored between the support surfaces 630 and 640 , 
opposite end 544 of the strap 540 includes a hook 546 for example the chain portion 18 of the lock 12 " . 
configured to be secured in receiving opening 548. Other As shown in FIG . 36 , the upper support surface 640 
configurations , for example , a hook and loop strap , may also 30 preferably defines an opening 647 and a material of pocket 
be utilized . 648 extends about the perimeter of the opening 647 between 

According to one aspect of the mounting assembly of the tipper and lower support surfaces 640 and 630 to define 
FIGS . 29-33 , there is disclosed a transportation device storage pocket 648. A cover 645 is pivotally secured to the 
accessory including a locking apparatus configured to secure upper support surface 640 and covers the opening 647 to 
the transportation device to an object and a mounting 35 allow access to pocket 648 without removal of upper support 
assembly mountable to the transportation device and to the surface 640 and upper frame 644. As shown in an alternate 
locking apparatus . The mounting assembly includes a sleeve embodiment of FIG . 38 , an additional storage compartment 
body defining a passage for receiving a portion of the 660 may be attached to the upper support surface 640 and / or 
locking apparatus therethrough . The mounting assembly upper frame 644. The storage compartment 660 includes a 
further includes a securement strap extending from the 40 side wall 662 extending from upper support surface 640 
sleeve body to a free end . The securement strap includes an and / or a second lower surface ( not shown ) of compartment 
attachment pad along at least one side thereof adjacent the 660. A cover 664 is secured to the side wall 662 via a zipper 
free end so that the securement strap is positionable around 665 or the like that allows cover 664 to be opened to access 
a portion of the transportation device with the attachment the interior of storage compartment 660. The storage com 
pad being releasably engaged to a receiving pad on the 45 partment 660 may be secured to the upper support surface 
sleeve body to secure the mounting assembly and the 640 and / or upper frame 644 via hook and loop fasteners , 
locking apparatus to the transportation device . snaps , straps , or any other suitable fasteners . 

In one refinement of this aspect , the transportation device According to one aspect of the mounting assembly 
accessory includes a second strap positioned in engagement embodiment of FIGS . 34-38 , there is disclosed a transpor 
with the locking apparatus opposite the portion of the 50 tation device accessory that includes a locking apparatus 
locking apparatus received in the sleeve body . The second configured to secure the transportation device to an object 
strap is also engaged to the transportation device . In another and a mounting assembly mountable to the transportation 
refinement , the sleeve defines an aperture therethrough device and to the locking apparatus . The mounting assembly 
opening into the passage that aligns with a keyway on the includes an elongated support bar extending between a first 
locking apparatus . 55 end connectable to the transportation device and an opposite 

Referring to FIGS . 34-38 , a mounting assembly 620 in second end that supports a lower frame . The lower frame 
accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the supports a lower support surface and a wall defining a pocket 
invention will be described . FIG . 34 shows mounting assem- that extends upwardly from the lower support surface . The 
bly 620 attached to a bicycle frame with a U - lock 12 lower frame and lower support surface further define a 
supported in the mounting assembly 620. The mounting 60 retaining area around the pocket . The mounting assembly 
assembly 620 generally comprises a support bar 622 , also includes an upper frame defining an upper support 
opposed support surfaces 630 and 640 and straps 650 surface removably positioned over the pocket and the lower 
extending between the surfaces . support surface . The upper frame includes a first side 

The support bar 622 includes a connection member 624 at movably connected to a first side of the lower frame and a 
one end configured for connection to a bicycle post or the 65 second side removably connected to the lower frame so that 
like . The opposite end may include a reflector 626. The the upper frame and upper support surface can be displaced 
support bar 622 is configured to support a lower perimeter away from the lower support surface to provide access to the 
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retaining area . The locking apparatus is positioned in the assembly includes an upper body and a lower body attached 
retaining area around the pocket . to a lower end of the upper body . The upper and lower bodies 

In one refinement of this aspect , a number of straps are comprise a sack with an openable upper end and a closed 
provided along the first side that extend between and con- lower end . The upper body and the lower body define a 
nect the upper and lower frames . In addition , a number of 5 retaining area that is enclosed by a tubular sleeve of fabric 
straps along the second side are connected to the upper material that is at least partially expandable to accommodate 
frame and to a connecting rod . The connecting rod is the locking apparatus in the retaining area . The upper body 
removably engageable to a notch in the lower frame . In includes a first cinch at an upper end of the upper body and 
another refinement , the upper and lower support surfaces are second cinch at the lower end of the upper body . The first 
comprised of fabric extending around respective ones of the 10 and second cinches are operable to reduce a volume of the 
upper and lower frames . In another refinement , the upper retaining area to secure the locking apparatus in the retaining 
support surface defines a removable cover that extends 
across an upper opening of the pocket . In still another In one refinement of this aspect , the mounting assembly 
refinement , a side wall extends upwardly from the upper includes an elastic strip with cushioning pockets extending 
support surface . The side wall defines a storage compart- 15 along an exterior of the lower body adjacent to the closed 
ment . A recloseable cover extends across the side wall to end to provide cushioning against the transportation device . 
enclose and provide access to the storage compartment . Referring to FIGS . 45-48 , a mounting assembly 820 in 

Referring to FIGS . 39-44 , a mounting assembly 720 in accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the 
accordance with another exemplary embodiment of the invention will be described . FIG . 46 shows mounting assem 
invention will be described . FIGS . 42-44 show mounting 20 bly 820 attached to a portion 18 of a bicycle frame , which 
assembly 720 attached to a bicycle frame with a U - lock 12 can be at any one of the various positions on the bicycle 
supported in the mounting assembly 720. The mounting disclosed herein for the U - lock 12 or cable lock 12 ' . The 
assembly 720 generally comprises an upper body 722 and mounting assembly 820 generally comprises a bracket body 
lower body 730 defining a sack with an openable upper end 822 , a connection bolt 824 , a first receiving area 830 and a 
724 and a closed lower end 731. Upper body 722 and lower 25 second receiving area 850 defined by respective ones of 
body 730 define a retaining area 721 therein . A flap 740 and strap connectors 829 and 849 , and elastic straps 836 
support straps 760 , 762 are provided on upper body 722 . mounted to respective ones of strap connectors 829 and 849 
The upper body 722 is defined by a tubular sleeve of to secure the locking apparatus in receiving areas 830 , 850 . 

fabric material and is joined at its lower end 726 to the lower The bracket body 822 defines a through - hole 819 config 
body 730. The upper body 722 and lower body 730 may be 30 ured to receive portion 18 of the bicycle frame or the like . 
manufacture from the same material or different material Opposed legs 821 and 823 extend from the bracket body 822 
and may be made as a unitary component or separate and support a connection bolt 824. In one embodiment , a nut 
components joined together . In the illustrated embodiment , 825 is threadably secured to one end of the bolt 824 and the 
the upper and lower bodies 722 and 730 are each manufac- other end includes a cam member 826. In other embodi 
tured from an expandable material to accommodate larger 35 ments , cam member 826 can be omitted . In the illustrated 
locks 12. Alternatively , either body 722 , 730 may be manu- embodiment , the nut 825 is tightened against the leg 823 and 
factured from a less expandable material , but may be con- then the cam 826 is moved to a locked position ( see cam 
figured to expand in size via other mechanisms , for example , member 826 in hidden lines in FIG . 18 ) to finally compress 
zippered sides which open to expand the given body 722 , legs 821 , 823 and secure the resilient bracket body 822 
730. In the illustrated embodiment , cinches 725 and 727 are 40 against portion 18. For portions of the bicycle having a 
provided adjacent to the upper 724 and lower ends 726 of the smaller diameter , e.g. a seat post , or other location in which 
upper body 722 to allow the volume of the sack to be through - hole 819 to too large to provide a secure mounting 
reduced if smaller locks are stored . An elastic strip 732 with arrangement , an adapter 350 may be provided as illustrated 
cushioning pockets 734 may be provided adjacent to the and discussed above with respect to FIG . 22 . 
closed end 731 to prevent the lock from impacting against 45 Bracket 822 defines a flexible support for connectors 829 , 
the bicycle . 849 extending outwardly therefrom to receive portions 14 , 
A flap 740 is provided adjacent to the open upper end 724 16 , respectively , of locking apparatus 12. Connectors 829 , 

of the upper body 722 to close the open end 724. Snaps 741 , 849 extend from the bracket body 822 to support trans 
742 , hook and loop fasteners ( not shown ) or any other versely , orthogonally , or otherwise non - parallel oriented 
suitable fastener may be utilized to secure the flap 740 across 50 portions of locking apparatus 12. The receiving area 830 and 
the open end 724. An external pocket 750 with a flap 752 the receiving area 850 of connectors 829 , 849 are shaped to 
secured with a zipper 754 may be provided for storage of conform with the portion of the locking apparatus received 
additional items . therein to provide a secure engagement along with elastic 
A variety of straps 760 , 762 are preferably provided on the straps 836. Elastic straps 836 extend from and are connected 

back side of the upper body 722 to facilitate attachment of 55 with respective ones of the connectors 829 , 849 to releasably 
the mounting assembly 720 to a bicycle or the like . The secure the locking apparatus portions against surfaces defin 
straps may include fixed straps 760 or moveable straps 762 . ing the receiving areas 830 , 850. While two straps 836 are 
The moveable straps 762 may be secured around a portion shown , the invention is not limited to such and may include 
of the transportation device via hook and loop fasteners ( not more or fewer . In one embodiment , each strap 836 includes 
shown ) or any other suitable fastener to mount mounting 60 a series of hook and loop fasteners and attachment pad to assembly 720 to the transportation device . provide quick and relatively simple securement and release 

According to one aspect of the embodiment in FIGS . of the locking apparatus . 
39-44 , there is disclosed a transportation device accessory An shown in FIG . 46 , in order to retain a locking 
including a locking apparatus configured to secure the apparatus , each strap 836 is looped about a portion 14 , 16 of 
transportation device to an object and a mounting assembly 65 the locking apparatus 12 and secured to a respective con 
mountable to the transportation device to secure the locking nector 829 , 849 in any suitable manner that provides the 
apparatus on the transportation device . The mounting desired fit and retention of the locking apparatus portion . 
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First connector 829 includes a first passage 833 between a mounting assembly mountable to the transportation 
bracket body 822 and first connector arm 831 and second device and to said locking apparatus , said mounting 
connector arm 832. Connector arms 831 , 832 define respec assembly including : 
tive second and third passages 834 , 835 for receiving strap a bracket including a body with a first lobe , a second 
836 therethrough . Tensioning of strap 836 can flex connector 5 lobe opposite said first lobe , and a third lobe offset 
arms 831 , 832 toward one another to grip the portion 14 of from and between said first and second lobes , locking apparatus 12 therebetween . Second connector 849 wherein said first and second lobes each include a includes a first passage 853 between bracket body 822 and respective one of first and second locking tabs , said a first connector arm 851 and second connector arm 852 . third lobe including a third locking tab , wherein said Connector arms 851 , 852 define respective second and third 10 first , second and third locking tabs are movable away passages 854 , 855 for receiving the other of straps 836 
therethrough . Tensioning of strap 836 can flex connector from one another along said respective lobe to an 

outward position to secure said locking apparatus to arms 851 , 852 toward one another to grip the portion 16 of 
locking apparatus 12 therebetween . said mounting assembly , said first , second and third 

In one aspect of the mounting assembly of FIGS . 45-48 , 15 locking tabs further being movable toward one 
a transportation device accessory includes a locking appa another to an inward position to release said locking 
ratus configured to secure the transportation device to an apparatus from said mounting assembly ; and 
object and a mounting assembly mountable to the transpor at least one connector extending from said bracket that 
tation device and to the locking apparatus . The mounting is connectable to the transportation device to secure 
assembly includes a bracket releasably engageable to the 20 said mounting assembly to the transportation device . 
transportation device having first and second connectors 2. The transportation device accessory of claim 1 , wherein 
extending outwardly from a body of the bracket . The first said at least one connector includes : 
and second connectors each include a first arm and a second a strap with a first end connected to said bracket and an 
arm defining a receiving area for receiving respective ones opposite free end ; 
of first and second portions of the locking apparatus therein . 25 a connection arm pivotably connected to said bracket and 
The first and second straps are connected to respective ones a lever pivotably connected to said connection arm 
of the first and second connectors and are positioned around opposite said bracket ; and 
respective ones of the first and second portions of the a first tab pivotably connected to said lever and a second 
locking apparatus in engagement with a respective one of tab pivotably connected to said first tab , wherein said 
the first and second connectors to mount the locking appa- 30 first and second tabs define an opening to receive said 
ratus to the mounting assembly . strap therethrough , said first and second tabs being 

In one refinement of this aspect , the bracket defines a first pivotable relative to one another to selectively lock and 
through - hole for receiving a portion of the transportation release said free end of said strap relative to said 
device therein and a pair of legs along one side of said bracket . 
bracket that define a gap therebetween . The bracket also 35 3. The transportation device accessory of claim 1 , wherein 
includes a connection member extending through the pair of said bracket includes a fixed tab on said third lobe and said 
legs and a cam member operable to move the pair of legs third locking tab is movable toward said fixed tab to secure 
toward one another to clampingly engage the bracket to the said locking apparatus therebetween in said outward posi 
portion of the transportation device . tion . 

In another refinement of this aspect , the bracket defines a 40 4. The transportation device accessory of claim 1 , wherein 
first passage between the bracket body and the first connec- said mounting assembly further comprises a control knob 
tor for receiving the first strap . The bracket also defines a between said first , second and third locking tabs , said control 
second passage between the bracket body and the second knob being connected to a shaft extending through said 
connector for receiving the second strap . The first and bracket to an adjustment mechanism engaged to each of said 
second arms of the first connector each define respective 45 first , second and third locking tabs , wherein said control 
ones of third and fourth passages for receiving the first strap , knob is rotatable in a first direction to move said first , second 
and the first and second arms of the second connector each and third locking tabs to said outward position and said 
define respective ones of the fifth and sixth passage for control knob is rotatable in a second direction opposite said 
receiving the second strap . In a further refinement , tighten- first direction to move said first , second and third locking 
ing of the first and second straps flexes the first and second 50 tabs to said inward position . 
arms of the respective one of the first and second connectors 5. The transportation device accessory of claim 4 , wherein 
to tighten the first and second arms thereof around the said control knob houses a clutch release mechanism to 
respective one of the first and second portions of the locking release said control knob from a locked condition . 
apparatus positioned therein . 6. The transportation device accessory of claim 1 , wherein 

While preferred embodiments of the invention have been 55 said at least one connector includes a first connector and a 
shown and described herein , it will be understood that such second connector , said first connector being positioned 
embodiments are provided by way of example only . Numer- along said first lobe and said second connector being posi 
ous variations , changes and substitutions will occur to those tioned along said second lobe . 
skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the 7. A transportation device accessory , comprising : 
invention . Accordingly , it is intended that the appended 60 a locking apparatus configured to secure a transportation 
claims cover all such variations as fall within the spirit and device to an object ; 
scope of the invention . a mounting assembly mountable to the transportation 

device and to said locking apparatus , said mounting 
What is claimed is : assembly including : 
1. A transportation device accessory , comprising : a bracket releasably engageable to the transportation 
a locking apparatus configured to secure a transportation device , said bracket including first and second con 

device to an object ; nectors extending outwardly therefrom ; 

65 
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a flexible support engaged to and extending outwardly a pair of support posts extending from said elongated 
from opposite sides of said bracket member ; and bracket body , each of said support posts including a 

first and second straps each having a fixed end secured locking member removably engageable with the 
to said flexible support , said first and second straps transportation device ; 
each having a free end opposite said fixed end , 5 a first connection member mounted to said elongated 
wherein said first and second straps are positioned bracket body toward a first end of said elongated 

bracket body , said first connection member extend around respective portions of said locking apparatus ing outwardly from said elongated bracket body ; and in engagement with a respective one of said first and a second connection member mounted to said elon 
second connectors to mount said locking apparatus gated bracket body , said second connection member 
to the transportation device . extending from said elongated bracket body with a 

8. The transportation device accessory of claim 7 , wherein receiving area defined adjacent said second connec 
each of said first and second straps each further includes a tion member and along said elongated bracket body , 
plurality of holes extending therethrough , said plurality of wherein a first end portion of said locking apparatus 
holes being spaced along said strap from said free end is positioned in said receiving area with an opposite 

second end portion of said locking apparatus posi toward said fixed end , and each of said first and second tioned in engagement with said first connection connectors is positionable in a selected one of said plurality member to secure said locking apparatus to said of holes of said first and second straps to secure said locking mounting assembly ; and 
apparatus with said mounting assembly . wherein at least one of said first connection member and 

9. The transportation device accessory of claim 7 , wherein said second connection member is slidingly adjustable 
said bracket defines a through - hole for receiving a portion of along said elongated bracket body to adjust a spacing 
the transportation device therein and a pair of legs along one between said first and second connection members . 
side of said bracket that define a gap therebetween , and 15. The transportation device accessory of claim 14 , 
further comprising a connection member extending through wherein said first connection member includes a pad defin 
said pair of legs and a cam member operable to move said 25 ing a second receiving area for receiving said second end 
pair of legs toward one another to clampingly engage said portion of said locking apparatus and an attachment strap 
bracket to the portion of the transportation device . extending from one side of said attachment pad that is 

10. The transportation device accessory of claim 7 , closeable over said second receiving area for releasable 
wherein said first and second straps are elastic . engagement with an opposite side of said attachment pad . 
11. The transportation device accessory of claim 7 , 16. The transportation device accessory of claim 14 , 

wherein said flexible support includes a central portion that wherein said first connection member includes a retaining 
is spaced from said bracket body between said opposite member extending outwardly from a sliding block of said 
sides ; and first connection member that is slidable along said elongated 

wherein said fixed end of said first and second straps is bracket body , said retaining member defining a retaining 
secured to said central portion of said flexible support . 35 area for receiving a portion of said locking apparatus there 

around . 12. The transportation device accessory of claim 7 , 
wherein said bracket includes bracket body defining an 17. The transportation device accessory of claim 14 , 
opening for receiving a portion of the transportation device wherein both said first connection member and said second 
therein , said bracket further comprising a clamp member connection member are slidingly adjustable along said elon 
configured to clampingly engage said bracket to the portion 40 gated bracket body to adjust said spacing between said first and second connection members . of the transportation device . 

13. The transportation device accessory of claim 7 , 18. The transportation device accessory of claim 14 , 
wherein said bracket defines an opening for receiving a further comprising a bracket member supported adjacent 

said elongated bracket body and including a portion spaced portion of the transportation device therein and a pair of legs that define a gap therebetween , and wherein said bracket 45 from said elongated bracket body to define said receiving 
further comprises a clamp member configured to move said 
pair of legs toward one another to clampingly engage said 19. The transportation device accessory of claim 18 , 

wherein said bracket member is secured to said elongated bracket to the portion of the transportation device . 
14. A transportation device accessory , comprising : bracket body by said second connection member . 
a locking apparatus configured to secure a transportation 50 20. The transportation device accessory of claim 14 , 

device to an object ; wherein said first connection member and said second 
a mounting assembly mountable to the transportation connection member are each configured to be selectively 

device and to said locking apparatus , said mounting secured to said elongated bracket body by a quick release 
feature . assembly including : 

an elongated bracket body ; 

30 

area . 


